In this article we will present a method for the model of interpolation sweep surfaces by continuous generalized quasi-cubic interpolation spline. Once given some key position, orientation and some points which are passed through by the spline and initial cross-section curves, the corresponding sweep surface can be constructed by the introduced spline function without calculating control inversely as in the case of Bspline and Bezier methods or solving equation system as in the case of cubic polynomial interpolation spline. A local control technique is also proposed for sweep surfaces using scaling function, which allows the user to change the shape of an object intuitively and effectively. Based on these results, we will give some examples to show how the method is used to model surfaces.
INTRODUCTION
Sweeping is a very powerful method used in CAD/CAM, NC machining and robotics to generate surfaces.Regarding this method and its applications there is a lot of research.
Construction of the across-section curves, the spin and the moving frame design are very important in sweeping because this technique involve simple objects which will be refined to the desired shape and this makes the hardest part of the job.
In general, to present the spine curve is enough to use Bezier and B-spline methods. But it is really hard to calculate the data points conversely in order to interpolate given. The following article will describe a class of generalized quasi-cubic interpolation spline method:
• Unlike the case of Bezier and B-spline methods where the control points are calculated or in the case of polynomial interpolation spline where we need to solve equation systems, in this method the spine and across-section curves are continuous and pass through some given points by the user.
• A local control technique is proposed by the defined spline. It is implemented flexibly and effectively on the computer-human interaction. • Using this method, the spine curve can be established uniformly with the moving frame smoothness.
Modeling of a sweep surface
A sweep surface can be generated with a given spine curve and cross-section curve:
where is a spine curve, is an orthogonal matrix representing a moving frame along , s(t) is scaling function. Geometrically, a sweep surface is generated by sweeping along with moving frame . Cross-section curve is in the 2D or 3D space which passes through the spine curve during sweeping.
So constructing the spine and cross-section curves , and determining the moving frame are the key problems in sweeping surfaces.
With a initial cross-section
moving along a spine curve . A local transformation on the will associate each given position. So the sweep surface will be generated by interpolation of these key cross-section at these user defined special position: (2) where is the scaling function which can be used to change the shapes of cross-section to achieve local deformations.
THE CONSTRUCTION OF SPINE AND CROSS-SECTION CURVES
From above discussions, we know that a spine curve can be constructed to interpolate these places (points) as long as we give some places that the cross-section will pass through: (3) where , are given points (positions) by user, and , are generalized quasi-cubic piecewise interpolation spline base functions.
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SWEEPING SURFACES GENERATED BY A CLASS OF GENERALIZED QUASI-CUBIC INTERPOLATION SPLINE
We can define the cross-section curves even if we don't know them in advance by knowing the explicit expression of the cross-section curves pass through some given points:
where , are given points (positions) by user.
In order to improve the flexibility and local deformation of the interpolation sweeping surfaces, we introduce scaling functions defined by (4) where are n+3 nonnegative real numbers respectively, which are called scaling factors.
, are generalized quasi-cubic piecewise interpolation spline base functions.
THE MOVING FRAME
can be defined as proper orthogonal matrix in order to interpolate their special orientation of key crosssection as a series of moving frame, such that interpolate the given orthogonal matrices at the time . Therefore, the interpolation problem lie in , where are the given orthogonal matrices at . For the given positions of the moving frames , we interpolate the translation parts by generalized quasi-cubic interpolation spline introduced in the above section, and we can also interpolate three orthogonal coordinates homogeneously by the generalized quasi-cubic interpolation spline.
Since defined by the equation (5) usually does not form an accurate orthogonal coordinate system at , we shall renew it by the Schmidt orthogonalization or an approximation of the orthogonal matrices into the quaternion forms, the interpolate these quaternion forms, then interpolate these quaternions by the (5) similarly, at last, the accurate orthogonal coordinate system can be obtained by the conversion inversely.
From the (1), (2) , and (5), we know that for the fixed ,
where , and for the fixed (7) where , and . Since are constant vectors, we get that are -continuous and the points on curves can be obtained by doing the transformation of stretching, rotation and translation transformation on the initial cross-section curves .
THE MODELING EXAMPLES
Given interpolating point of spine curve by and , suppose the initial cross-section curves pass through the points .
The rotation angle at the four position is 0, and respectively. Scaling factors are selected by . Then we get sweeping interpolation surface as in the Fig.2(a) and Fig.3 .
Given interpolation points of spine curve by and , the initial cross-section curve interpolates the points . The rotation angle at the four positions is and respectively. The scaling factors chosen to be . Then we get sweeping interpolation surface as in Fig.2(b) and Fig.4 . The interpolation points of spine curve and rotation angles are adopted as in the example 2. The initial cross-section curve interpolates the points . Then we get the sweeping interpolation surface by open cross-section as in the Fig.1.(b) .
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSIONS
As mentioned above, we have described a method for constructing interpolation sweep surfaces by the continuous generalized quasi-cubic interpolation spline. Once given some key position and orientation and some points which passed through by the spine and initial cross-section curves, we can construct corresponding sweep surface by the introduced spline function. We have also proposed a local control technique for sweep surfaces using scaling function, which allows the user to change the shape of an object intuitively and effectively.
In many other applications of sweep surfaces, the cross-section curves are sometimes defined on circular arcs or spherical surface. Then we can construct the cross-section curves by the circular trigonometric Hermite interpolation spline.
In the generalized quasi-cubic interpolation spline, we can use the chord length so we will avoid the moving frame sharp acceleration.
